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Abstract: This study aims to propose color model-based control of a nonlinear system with significant
light disturbance effects for an image processing problem and a design methodology based on
Lyapunov analysis. The proposed scheme comprises an adaptive neuron control component with error
effects and a supervisory control component to enhance robustness against light emitting diode
disturbances and image model uncertainties. In addition, an effective supervised adaptive control
theory is employed to address the image identification problem. Experimental results obtained from a
practical marker identification system using a Microsoft Kinect image sensor demonstrate that the
proposed image identification technique has excellent performance in comparison with two traditional
image processing methods as static and dynamic CIELab color identification. In addition, the
feedforward term of the photoresistor further improves image identification performance. Hence, the
primary contribution of this study is a more adaptive and robust method that is applicable to the colorbased image processing problem.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Image processing robustness problem
Artificial intelligence (AI) and adaptive systems [1-4] have attracted considerable attention from
academic and industrial computer vision and digital image processing communities owing to their
absolute robustness against uncertainty [5-7], and many successful applications of such systems have
been realized. However, AI-type adaptive control techniques have not been applied to solve the
robustness problem in image processing [8-10]. Thus, most recognition systems such as machine
vision systems focus on processing images without light disturbance. However, the identification
result from an input image under ambient light conditions [11] and in complex environments [12] may
contain various dynamic light disturbances. The situation becomes more difficult when a color marker
is disturbed by lights, shadows, and background colors.
In image processing, lack of stability due to light disturbance in a complex environment is a
significant issue, e.g., light disturbance affects pattern recognition. In this study, we propose a system
in which light disturbance functions as a feedforward controller to improve the recognition result of a
computer vision system. The proposed marker plant, as shown in Figure 1, uses a photoresistor,
phototransistor, or photodiode to measure the average light disturbance intensity; it is a marker-based
plant for an application that guides a robot. In the proposed method, light emitting diode (LED)
brightness is only used to test the robustness of marker-based system or demonstrate the effect of light
disturbance. Thus, LEDs are not required for this method.
The use of closed-loop and feedforward-loop stabilization in marker systems has received
considerable attention. Specifically, brightness-based feedforward input has been used to achieve
robust guidance in visual-servo robot applications because, in such applications, the varying light
intensity is a major source of instability. In addition, various image segmentation techniques and
applications have been proposed [13-15]. However, till date, previous pattern recognition and
segmentation studies have not addressed stability issues.
1.2 Neuron stability problem
The system identification [4] proposed in the recent years is typically based on heuristic stochastic
algorithms that solve optimization problems [16-19]. However, such heuristic stochastic schemes
require significant computation time. Thus, in this study, a rapid mechanism with global optimal
abilities is proposed in Eq. (7). Till date, the color model-based adaptive control and multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) neuron stability problems for robust image processing applications remain
unsolved, which may be a bottleneck for the application of image processing in robotics. Thus, the
primary contributions of this study are the related techniques shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Image processing system structure
1.3 Customized color marker identification
In this study, a particular class of customized nonlinear color marker identification systems was
considered based on a neuron-based controller, which we refer to as the Direct Neuron-ab Controller
(DNC), where {a,b} are from the CIELab [15, 20, 21] color model without intensity {L}. The new
color model-based adaptation law has auto-tuning neurons, where both error effect and feedforward
terms are included explicitly. Robustness and stability conditions are derived from Lyapunov
functions to design the proposed supervised adaptation scheme using the DNC. Although hands,
fingers, faces, and human bodies [22] have been used as markers, they do not belong to the kind of
customized marker as QR code. This customized marker, which includes colors and codes, has the
following advantages: (1) it can be fixed to a given position for positioning applications; (2) its size
can be changed, e.g., to guide a distant robot; and (3) its features can be designed to enable robust
identification using colors or codes.
1.4 Color spaces
In this study, two basic colors are assumed for the proposed marker identification method. The
CIELab color space [15] is the best choice for the proposed method. By exploiting a dynamic control
concept, the proposed method improves the static identification parameters of the CIELab color space.
Hence, this study faces an image identification problem that is solved through control compensation
and that presents experimental results with various LED lights. In other words, we attempted to
determine if the proposed approach can demonstrate correct estimations by illustrating the
convergence trajectories of the identification parameters and the marker results under wide-ranging
LED intensity conditions to realize varied environment lights.
To show a detailed training and testing methodology of the classifier from the data samples, the
following algorithm includes feature extraction:
Step 1: Acquire image samples using a camera and control varied LED intensities.
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Step 2: Calculate the sample colors in the CIELab color space and in the varied light intensities that
are collected in the sample images for the color regions of targets (objects) that constitute a
marker in each frame.
Step 3: For training purposes, the color model without the intensity part (array) means only {a} and
{b} parts (arrays) of the CIELab color space are used to improve the robustness of classifier.
The limited ranges of average value (feature 1) a* of {a} and the average value (feature 2) b* of
{b} are decided by the two extreme situations of the darkest and brightest cases for the same
classifier. Hence, the initial two features of each target should be in the specific ranges.
Step 4: For testing purposes, we classify each pixel using the nearest neighbor rule and an adaptation
law is proposed in the following design. Each color target of a marker now has an a* and a b*
which need to be adapted by this adaptation law. We can classify each pixel in the camera's
image by calculating the Euclidean distance between that pixel and each color target of the
marker. The smallest distance signifies that the pixel most closely matches that color target of
the marker. For example, if the distance between a pixel and the red color target of the marker is
the smallest, then the pixel would be labeled as a red pixel.

2 Problem Formulation
As discussed in the literature [15], this pattern (signal in pixel type) recognition problem is difficult in
two ways. First, due to the variation in light (Figure 2) and background (noise in pixel type), the
images are discolored, disturbed, and contain noise. Second, images captured from different views
and poses, as well as the others in [15], easily change the shapes and sizes of the markers in the
images due to skewing of the omnidirectional robot with a Kinect sensor [15] that moves on a rocky
or uneven road.
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Figure 2. Feedforward input for the following Cases 1–3 in Section 4.
The above issues leave the correspondence search in different views prone to mistakes. Thus, the
following design is proposed. The generalized nonlinear MIMO control system dynamics for an
image identification problem are expressed as:
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xi( ni ) (t )  f i (Xi )  ci  ui (t , I p (L, t , ))  ci di (t ) , yi  xi , for i  1,2 ,..., m ,
where L is the LED light, I p is measurable input at time varying t,

(1)

 is measurement delay,

d  [d1 (t ), d2 (t ),..., dm (t )]T is a noise vector, where d1  q11 , d2  q2 1 ,…, and dm  qm1 ,
and c 1  

1q1

, c2  

1q2

, …, and c m  1qm are scaling vectors of sub-controllers u1  

u2  q2 1 ,…, and um  q

m 1

q11

,

, respectively. Note that the unknown positive constants c1 , c 2 ,..., cm

are assumed, and the values are q1  q2  ...  qm  2 if the marker includes two objects. In other
words,

u1  [a1 ( I p , e1 (t )), b1 ( I p , e1 (t ))]T ,

u2  [a 2 ( I p , e2 (t )), b2 ( I p , e2 (t ))]T

,

…,

and

um  [am ( I p , em (t )), bm ( I p , em (t ))]T . However, the proposed control method can support the other
setting values. The complete controller is expressed as follows.

u(t )  [u1T , uT2 ,..., umT ]T
is a type of special control input related to the { a 1 , b1 , a 2 , b 2 ,... } color model without intensity and
a defined tracking error vector e(t )  y r  y of round property (RP) [15]. To avoid unclear variables
definitions, such as RP_blue and RP_orange  Rounding Property (RP) for a given marker, we
followed the methods described in the literature [15]. However, its robustness and adaptation
functions are added to the system [15] with LED disturbance.
Note that y r is a desired output vector, d is an unknown but bounded and varied environment light
disturbance vector with |d1 (t )| d1U , |d2 (t )| d2U , …, and |dm (t )| dmU . I p (L , t , ) is a
predictable disturbance with time-varying delay
brightness with d . x (t )  [x
(n)

( n1 )
1

,x

f (X )  [ f 1 (X1 ), f 2 (X2 ),..., f m (Xm )]T

( n2 )
2

,..., x

is

a

 by a photoresistor, where L is the LED

( nm ) T
m

] is a high-order differential vector, and

nonlinear

function

vector

of

the

system.

x(t )  y  [ y1 , y 2 ,..., ym ]T is an output vector of the system that represents a defined RP vector of a
marker [15]. Furthermore, X  [X1 , X2 ,..., Xm ] is designed as the state vector of the nonlinear
T

system, where

Xi  [xi (t ), x i (t ),..., xi( ni 1) (t )]  [xi 1 (t ), xi 2 (t ),..., xini (t )] , for i  1,2 ,..., m .
3. Specific Controller Design
First, a desired output vector of RP for blue, orange, and other color objects that comprise a marker is
T
defined as yr  [ yr 1 , yr 2 ,..., yrm ] , and the error vector is defined as e  y r  x . Then, the

recognition performance index (RPI) is defined as the summation of the absolute error e .
Next, the definitions of
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Yr  [ yr 1 , y r 1 ,..., yr 1( n1 1) , yr 2 , y r 2 ,..., yr 2( n2 1) ,..., yrm , y rm ,..., yrm( nm 1) ]T and
( n1 1 )

] , E2  [ e2 , e2 ,..., e2( n2 1) ] , …, and
E  [E1 , E2 ,..., Em ]T are given, where E1  [ e1 , e1 ,..., e1
Em  [ em , em ,..., em( nm 1) ]

.

Assume the selection of a gain vector

K  [K1 , K2 ,..., Km ]T , where K1  [ k10 , k11 ,..., k1( n1 1) ] ,

K 2  [ k20 , k21 ,..., k2( n2 1) ] , …, and Km  [ km0 , km1 ,..., km( nm 1) ] , such that all roots of
s n1  k1( n1 1)s n1 1  ...  k11s  k10  0 , s n2  k2( n2 1)s n2 1  ...  k21s  k20  0 , …, and
snm  km( nm 1)snm 1  ...  km1s  km0  0 are in the open left-half complex plane.
Then, the proposed control law u(t ) is given and specified for an example image processing
system (Figure 1) by

u(t )  uC (E,  )  uS ,

(2)

where uC  [uC 1 , uC 2 ,..., uCm ]T is an adaptive control law designed by a parallel distributed rule and

uS  [uS 1 , uS 2 ,..., uSm ]T is a supervisory control law that enhances the robustness of the closed-loop
system and improves transient performance by maintaining system states in some pre-specified
region. The adaptive control law and parallel distributed rule are defined as
T

ui*  ci [ f i  yri( ni )  KiT Ei ] , for i  1,2 ,..., m ,

(3)

T
uCi
( i )  [a i , bi ]T , for i  1,2 ,..., m ,

(4)

where c1 , c 2 ,..., cm  21 if the marker comprises two objects. Here u*  [u1* , u2* ,..., um* ]T is an
ideal and global optimal controller and is replaced as uC (t ) by a specific and designable neural
control model as follows.

ai 
bi 





 ai  [1  exp(  ai  ( I p   ai ei  ai ))]
  ai
1  exp(  ai  ( I p   ai ei  ai ))

 bi  [1  exp(  bi  ( I p  bi ei  bi ))]
 bi
1  exp(  bi  ( I p  bi ei  bi ))
  

(5)

  ai  bi     bi bi  bi

 ai
and  are the scaling constants for ai
, ai
i  1,2 ,..., m . The adaptive parameters of neurons are defined as

where

,

i  [ a i ,  a i ,a i ,a i ,a i , b i , b i ,b i ,b i ,b i ]  [i 1 ,...,i 10 ]

,

,

,

, for i  1,2 ,..., m ,

;

(6)
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where   [1 , 2 ,...,m ]T is an adjustable parameter vector, and I p (t ) is a feedforward term/input
of the neurons. A complete scheme of the two-level feedforward control architecture is shown in
Figure 1.
In this study, the proper adaptation laws with the projections are defined as follows.

 ,
i   i

if ( θi  Mi ) or ( θi  Mi and  θiT i  0),

Projection( i ),

 i   i EiT Pi  Bci
where

otherwise,

(7)

uCi
 i ,   0 ; Projection( )     i  T for i  1,2 ,..., m .
i
i
i
i
2 i

i

According to the parallel distributed rule and by substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), we obtain

xi( ni )  f i  ci  (uCi  uSi )  ci di  f i  ci  (uCi  uSi )  ci ui*  ci ui*  ci di
 f i  ci  (uCi  uSi )  f i  yri( ni )  KiT Ei  ci  ui*  ci di
 yri( ni )  KiT Ei  ci  (ui*  uCi  uSi  di ) .
This implies that

ei( ni )  KiT Ei  c i  (ui*  uCi  uSi )  c i di .

(8)

Let

0 ( ni 1 )1 , I ( ni 1 )( ni 1 ) 
Aci  

T

K


T T
n 2
i

 and B  [0
ci
2( n 1 ) , c i ]  
i

i

(9)

be a companion form pair. From Eq. (8), we obtain

  A E  B (u *  u  u  d )
E
i
ci
i
ci
i
Ci
Si
i

.

(10)

Here, we consider the Lyapunov function candidate



VE
where

m

V
i 1

VEi  2 1 EiT Pi  Ei

and

Pi  0

Ei

,

(11)

satisfy the Lyapunov equation

T
Aci
Pi  Pi  Aci  Qi ,

Q 0

and i
and
We define

min (Qi )  1 , where min (Qi ) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of Qi .
VMi  2 1 min ( Pi )( MXi  Yri

Here,

(12)

Xi  MXi



)2

.

(13)

, then, from Eq. (11), VEi  VMi .
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The time derivative of VE along the trajectories of the closed-loop system of Eq. (10) satisfies
m

VE  [ 2 1 EiT ( AciT Pi  Pi Aci )Ei  EiT Pi Bci  (ui*  uCi  uSi  di )]
i 1

m

 [ 2 1 EiT Qi Ei  EiT Pi Bci (ui*  uCi  uSi  di )]
i 1

m

 [ 2 1 EiT Qi Ei |EiT Pi  Bci |(|ui* ||uCi  diU |)  EiT Pi  Bci  uSi ]
i 1

.

(14)

From Eq. (14), if there exists a supervisory control law with

uSi  I i*  sgn(EiT Pi  Bci )[|uCi  diU |ciL  ( f iU |yri( ni ) | KiT Ei )]
where

,

(15)

ciL  ci and f iU is a boundary function for f i such that 0 | f i | f iU , then V  0 is
E

guaranteed. Here, the indicator function

1,
I i*  
0 ,

I i* is defined by

for VEi  VMi ,
otherwise.

(16)

For the following deviation, the bounded generalized modeling error is defined as

emi  uCi (i* )  ui*  di

,

(17)

where  i* is the optimal parameter vector. Then, Eq. (10) can be rewritten as

E i  AciEi  BciuCi (i* )  BciuCi  Bci  uSi  Bci emi

.

(18)

uCi ( i )
 i
 i
,

(19)

From Taylor series expansions, we obtain

uCi ( i* )  uCi ( i )  ( i*   i )T
where

 i is the approximation error of the higher order term.

Now, consider another Lyapunov function candidate containing the system error and the error
between

 i and  i* given as
m

m

i 1

i 1

V  Vi  [ 2 1 EiT Pi Ei  ( 2 i )1 ( i   i* )T ( i   i* )]

.

(20)

Using Eqs. (18)–(20), we obtain
m

V   { 2 1 EiT Qi Ei  EiT Pi Bci [uCi ( i* )  uCi ( i )  uSi  emi ]
i 1

  i1 (i*  i )T (i*  i )}
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u ( )
  { 2 1 EiT Qi Ei   i1 ( i*   i )T [i   i EiT Pi Bci Ci i ]
 i
i 1
m

 EiT Pi Bci ( emi   i )  EiT Pi Bci uSi   i1 (i*  i )T i* } .

(21)

Ei (0) and uCi (0) are bounded, and the projection method of the adaptation laws
~e
u (t )
ensures Ci , there exists a boundary function i such that EiT Pi Bci ( emi   i )  ~
ei . Thus, we obtain
Furthermore, as

m

m

i 1

i 1

V   {  2 1 EiT Qi Ei |EiT Pi Bci ( emi   i )|}   {  2 1 min (Qi ) Ei

~
ei

This guarantees that V  0 if Ei 

2 1 min (Qi )

2

~
ei }

.

(22)

. Equation (7) is obtained from the proper

adaptation law. If Eq. (22) is satisfied, the system Eq. (1) is uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB)
stable.

4. Experiments
In the following experiments, the forward Euler method with t  k  Ts and sampling time Ts =1 s was
used, where k is a time sequence. The proposed control scheme was implemented on a prototype
marker with two colors, i.e., blue and orange (i=1, 2), in its image identification system for guiding an
omnidirectional robot. As shown in Figure 2 and discussed in the literature [15], the guiding robot
system comprises a single marker, a group of LED modules serving as light disturbance, a
photoresistor, and a Kinect sensor. Here, consider a first-order nonlinear MIMO system described as
the following LED dimming system for imaging plant in this Section of Problem Formulation.
Regulating the image process output y  [ RP _ blue, RP _ orange]T of the closed-loop system to
the desired output y r is performed using the proposed control scheme. From this first-order nonlinear
MIMO system, the function and gains of the supervisory control law Eq. (15), i.e., f 1U ( X1 ) and

f 2U (X2 ) , are given as
f 1U  233.7885 and c  [1,1] ; f 2U  303.8726 and c  [1,1] .
1L
2L
k10  3
k20  3

Moreover,

Ac 1  k10  3

and

and

were selected. From Eq. (9), we have

Bc 1  c1  [1,1] Ac 2  k20  3
;

and

Bc 2  c 2  [1,1]

.

From Eq. (12), with Q1  6 , we have P1  1 , and, with Q2  6 , we have P2  1 . Here,

x(0)  [0,0]T , MX 1  1 , and MX 2  1 were selected values. In designing the supervisory control
law, M 1  349.7834 and M 2  415.6142 were selected values for Eq. (13), and

 1  0.1 and

 2  0.01 were given for the adaptation law Eq. (7). The control objective is to maintain the RP
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vector around the desired vector y r  [0.59, 0.65]T by RPI. Figure 3 shows a performance
comparison of several related image processing strategies based on various LED lights.
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(c)
Figure 3. LED dimming equipment and Kinect image capturing system on three-wheeled
omnidirectional robot [15] for marker identification by proposed adaptive image processing method
(i.e., the DNC). (a) Experimental results (RPI) of the adaptive image processing system are based on
varied LED lights (Cases 1－3). (b) Control input vector u (t ) of Cases 1－3. (c) Visible RP results of
an adaptive marker for Case 3 under varying light intensity from multiple LED modules. The white
line indicates the color identified region of interest, and its RP is optimized by the proposed adaptive
control laws.
Case 1: Traditional static CIELab (Sab) color identification [23, 24] is an open-loop control structure.
Here, “static” means that the parameters of the identifying colors cannot be adapted.
Case 2: Traditional dynamic CIELab (Dab) color identification [15] is a closed-loop control structure
without feedforward input and piecewise adaptation.
Case 3: The proposed piecewise and dynamic CIELab color identification, which includes
feedforward input (    0.02 ;

  0.3858 )

Figure 3 shows the trajectories of the control input and output response of the system when

 1 and

 2 are bounded by the UUB stabilization design and variations of the adaptation parameters are
converged by the adaptation law. As shown in Figure 3a, the proposed scheme clearly demonstrates
excellent identification performance compared to a traditional image processing method, and the
feedforward term achieves further improvements. The analysis results shown in Figure 4 prove the
validity of the proposed technique.
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Figure 4. (a) Training sample from benchmark database [24]. (b) Testing sample from benchmark
database [24]. (c) Identifying the result of Case 1. (d) Identifying the result of Case 3. (e) Comparison
of Cases 1 and 3.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we have proposed a robust adaptive control scheme for nonlinear image processing
systems. An important contribution of the proposed scheme relates to the hardware implementations.
This scheme is augmented with a supervising controller to enhance closed-loop system robustness,
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and the adaptation law has neurons that include the feedforward effect. The proposed two-loop
structure with feedforward intensity and feedback tracking error of the RP for the RPI works
excellently. In addition, a design methodology based on Lyapunov analysis has been presented. The
experimental results obtained from a practical image identification task show that the design
procedure is conceptually unique and control performance is excellent compared to a traditional
image processing method. The feedforward term also contributes to further performance
improvement.
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